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American Indian Nations and Indians are pursuing business opportunities of every kind, including online
Media Sponsor:
e-commerce. One enormous advantage of online businesses is that they help solve some of the physical
realities that mostly-remote and mostly-rural Indian Country still faces today. E-Commerce opportunities have
created thriving economies on a few reservations, but they have also led to a complicated web of legal issues
where state, tribal, and federal laws, policies, and interests can collide. Current tribal efforts to successfully
operate ongoing endeavors, and to launch new ones, raise complicated economic and legal issues.
The goal of this conference is to explore the issues surrounding the development of Tribal Digital Sovereignty
and e-commerce in Indian Country including: jurisdictional complexities and the necessity of fostering open
dialogue with federal and state counterparts, the changing political landscape, the possible implications to
tribal sovereignty, and the ongoing need for tribes to finance and build infrastructures that facilitate economic
growth on their reservations while complying with appropriate federal guidelines. Attorneys, scholars,
financiers, i-gaming experts and tribal leaders will share strategies and practical implementations of diverse
business models of current and for future e-commerce/infrastructure enterprises.
Who should attend: Tribal leaders & government officials, lawyers practicing in Indian Country on and off
the reservation, economic planning & development experts, media developers, business & finance specialists,
virtual casino managers & executives, online vendors & entrepreneurs, regulatory experts, scholars and
students of Indian law.
Agenda & registration at:
law.asu.edu/ecommerce2018

Early Rate ends on Jan. 5, 2018 Regular Rate ends
Jan. 26, 2018 Tribal Government NP Rate available
email ILP@asu.edu for discount code

Keynote Speakers: Hilary Tompkins, Partner, Logan Hovells LLP
Chris James, Pres. & CEO, National Ctr for American Indian Enterprise Development
Featured Speaker: Winona LaDuke, Executive Director, Honor the Earth

